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This is a true story. 
 
Part 1. 
 
On January 3, 1996, the new formal methods consulting company, Nitpick Inc., received the following  
challenge problem from Chris George, a Senior Research Fellow at the United Nations University, 
International Institute for Software Technology, Macau. 
 

A Fellow here from the Philippines is specifying a telephone system that has a number of remote 
switches connected to a central one by a microwave link.  There is only one frequency for 
communication in each direction.  Outgoing data (i.e., from the centre) is broadcast, incoming is 
merged.  The frames transmitted in each direction are divided into slots, each slot being referred to 
as a trunk.  Trunks are dynamically allocated to remote stations.  Non-collision of incoming data 
in the slots requires that at most one remote has access to a trunk at any one time. 
 
Abstractly, there is a finite set of trunks.  The trunks “granted” to the remote stations must be a set 
of disjoint sets.  This is the property we want to prove is maintained. 
 
To do this we posit a stronger property.  We have a “free” set of trunks held by the central switch, 
a “granting” set of trunks in messages sent out but not yet received by a remote (note that each 
such message is tagged with the remote it is intended for), a “granted” set for each remote and a 
“releasing” set of trunks in messages sent in but not yet received by the centre.  We require all 
these sets to be disjoint. 
 
There are five possible mutations that can occur.  The centre may accept a returned trunk, adding 
it to “free” and removing it from the incoming messages, i.e., from “releasing”.  The centre may 
allocate a free trunk, removing it from “free” and adding it to “granting”.  A remote may accept a 
trunk being allocated to it, removing it from “granting” and adding it to its “granted”, or it may 
reject a trunk (because the intended phone to connect it to is not on hook), removing it from 
“granting” and adding it to “releasing”.  Finally a remote may release a previously granted trunk, 
removing it from “granted” and adding it to “releasing”.  

 
There is a second property we are interested in -- that there is no long term “loss” of trunks.  This 
is expressed by the union of all these sets remaining constant. 

 
a. Based on the description by Chris George above, define a set of Z schemas that describe the model, with 
only a single “granted” set.  You should model all of the appropriate state, but you need only  define the 
remote accept action. 
 
b. Define two invariants in Z that describe the two safety conditions (exclusivity and universality) with 
regards to the remote accept operation. 
 
Part 2. 
 
(This is a continuation of the true story.) 
 
It turns out the Nitpick, Inc., slightly misunderstood Chris George's description of the “granted” set.  Here 
is his clarification: 



 

 

 
 

Each of the remote stations has a set of trunks; “granted” is a set of sets.  The whole point is that 
each of these sets should be disjoint with the others, i.e., no two remotes should have access to the 
same trunk.  The rest of the safety condition with the other three sets is merely an invariant that we 
can prove and that implies the condition that we are really interested in. 
 
Here is the actual definition of safe: 
 

• There is at most one release for any trunk in the messages being transmitted; 
• there is at most one grant for any trunk in the messages being transmitted; 
• the “granted” sets are pairwise disjoint; 
• “free” is disjoint from “granted”; 
• “granting” is disjoint from “free” and “granted”; and 
• “releasing” is disjoint from “free”, “granted”, and “granting”. 

 
a. Modify your Z schemas to support the sets of sets description of  “granted”,. Hint: You will need to 
model remotes. 
 
b. Modify your two invariants that describe the two safety conditions (exclusivity and universality) to work 
with your new definitions. 
 


